The effect of age on seizure semiology in childhood temporal lobe epilepsy.
Complex partial seizure is the characteristic seizure type observed in epilepsy arising from temporal lobe structures. The seizure evolution in adult patients is quite stereotyped and well characterized, manifesting initially with an aura, behavioral arrest, and oroalimentary and gestural automatism. A greater variability of semiology including motor features with tonic or myoclonic components, as well as a paucity of automatism, has been reported in young children with temporal lobe epilepsy. The aim of our study was to examine in more detail the effects of age on individual ictal features to be able to determine the critical age when lesional temporal lobe seizure semiology undergoes transition from the pediatric to the more adult-type clinical pattern. We performed a video analysis of 83 seizures from 15 children (aged 11-70 months) selected by post-temporal lobectomy seizure-free outcome, looking specifically at the motor and behavioral (nonmotor) manifestations in relation to age of the children. All of the children younger than 42 months had seizures with early and marked motor features, which included tonic and myoclonic components and epileptic spasms. Parallel with age, the frequency of these motor components decreased, and in five of 11 children older than 3 years, motor features were totally absent. Analyzed quantitatively, we saw a linear and inverse correlation of the ratio of motor components with age at monitoring. These findings support the hypothesis that events in brain maturation significantly affect clinical seizure semiology and may override the more typical localizing features seen in adult-type temporal lobe epilepsy. These findings are important to consider in the early diagnosis of childhood temporal lobe epilepsy.